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Get to know a super group of friends
: 

The Mini Girlz!

Help them to prepare a conc
ert 

and go on tour
 with them!
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Blondie
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Mini 

Violet

The Mini Girlz are rehearsing their choreography, 
but the mirror is not very reliable: There are some 

small differences between each dancer and 
her reflection. Colour in the Mini Girlz by following the models.

Mini Sapphire’s bag got knocked over. Look at everything that was inside! Circle the objects she can use to be pretty. 
Cross out the object that shouldn’t be there!

WHOOPS!

Notes

Trimmed size:  
170 x 240 mm.  

Extent:  
48 pages + 1 sticker page 
+ cover 

Inside pages:  
4/4 on white wood free 
offset paper 120 gsm.

Stickers:  
4/0 + kiss-cut on glossy 
coated reusable sticker 
paper 80 gsm 

Cover:  
4/0 + UV-varnish 1/0  
on white cover board  
250 gsm. 

Binding:  
perfect bound

4 titles  
of 48 pages

Play With the Mini Girlz
Joue avec les Mini Girlz [ref. J0304]

Activity 
books
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The Mini Girlz are crazy with joy: They have won 
the award for the best group of the year! One trophy 

is different from the others. Which one?

Here are Mini Sapphire’s 4 favourite stage outfits. 
Decorate them and colour them in. 
Circle the ones you would like to wear!

SO CUTE!

While Mini Tiffany 
gets dressed, Mini Brunette 

prepares the fruit skew
ers. 

Circle the 5 objects that appear 

in both pictures.

Mini Rosie has lots of b
ottles of p

erfume. Draw a pretty 

label and invent a n
ame for each perfume. 

You can use
 the examples for insp

iration. 

Decorate the bottles a
nd colour them in.
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Another new trendy and attractive 
concept that will please all the girls!
4 titles with numerous super cute 
stickers to have fun and play with The 
Mini Girlz! 
Numerous activities and diversified 
games as well as plenty of opportunities 
to create trendy outfits, cool accessories, 
stylish hairdo, glamorous make-ups for 
their new idols! Different themes in each 
title to please everyone: Music festival, 
Shopping, Party & Sports!
As an option, a little case decorated 
with glitter that can contain the 4 titles 
is also available! A really cool packaging  
to enjoy even more the Mini Girlz 
experience!    


